
Unveiling the Thrills and Triumphs of
Minnesota Motorcycle Racing!

About Minnesota Motorcycle Racing

Minnesota Motorcycle Racing, also known as MMR, is an exhilarating sport that
has gained immense popularity in the heartland of the United States. The state of
Minnesota hosts some of the most spectacular motorcycle racing events that
attract both riders and spectators from all around the country. From the
thunderous roars of powerful engines to the nail-biting overtakes on the track,
MMR showcases the epitome of adrenaline-pumping action.
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The Origins of MMR

The history of motorcycle racing in Minnesota dates back to the early 1900s when
enthusiasts first started gathering to witness daring riders showcasing their skills
and pushing the limits of speed. These races were often organized on local dirt
tracks, allowing riders to showcase their racing prowess. Over the years, these
humble beginnings evolved into fully-fledged events with professional racers and
dedicated tracks.
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Unforgettable Moments and Legendary Riders

Minnesota Motorcycle Racing has witnessed numerous unforgettable moments
that are etched in the hearts of racing enthusiasts. From breathtaking comebacks
to heart-stopping crashes, each race brings a unique blend of excitement and
unpredictability. There have been legendary riders like Jon "The Jet" Thompson,
who dominated the scene with his unmatched speed and precision. His rivalry
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with Tommy "The Tornado" Stevens created a fierce competition that thrilled fans
for years.

The Thrills of MMR

Minnesota Motorcycle Racing offers a thrilling experience not only for the riders
but also for the spectators. The adrenaline rush that one feels as the bikes zoom
past at breakneck speeds is unparalleled. From the moment the racers line up at
the starting grid to the final lap, the atmosphere is electrifying. The twists and
turns of the track, coupled with the deafening sound of engines, create an intense
ambiance that leaves everyone on the edge of their seats.

Legendary Tracks

Minnesota is home to some iconic tracks that have witnessed countless battles
amongst the finest racers. The Brainerd International Raceway stands out as one
of the premier racetracks in the state. With its diverse layout and technical
challenges, it has provided unforgettable moments throughout history. Another
notable track is the Grove Creek Raceway, known for its high-speed
straightaways and heart-pounding corners that demand skill and precision from
the riders.

The Festivals and Community

Minnesota Motorcycle Racing is not just about the races themselves; it is a
vibrant community that celebrates its love for motorcycling. Various festivals and
events are organized throughout the year, bringing together riders, industry
experts, and enthusiasts. These events include live music performances, vintage
motorcycle exhibitions, and even interactive workshops where aspiring riders can
learn from the best in the business. The sense of camaraderie amongst the
participants creates an atmosphere filled with passion and an overwhelming love
for the sport.



Looking Ahead

The future of Minnesota Motorcycle Racing seems bright. With advancements in
technology and safety measures, the sport continues to evolve and attract new
generations of riders. The passion and dedication of both the racers and fans
ensure that MMR will continue to thrive and provide unforgettable moments for
years to come.

Minnesota Motorcycle Racing is more than just a sport; it is a way of life for many.
The thrilling atmosphere, legendary riders, and iconic tracks contribute to the rich
tapestry of MMR's history. So, if you happen to be in Minnesota, make sure to
witness the heart-stopping action of motorcycle racing and immerse yourself in
the vibrant community that celebrates the speed, adrenaline, and sheer passion
that this sport represents.
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Despite being far from the epicenters of motorcycle racing, having a relatively
small population, and winters up to six months long, riders from Minnesota and
AMA District 23 have made a mark at all levels of motorcycle competition, and
across many disciplines. There is a long history of producing amateur racers who
have done well on the national stage, many of whom have gone onto successful
professional careers.
The author and self-proclaimed Minnesota Motorcycle Racing Historian has a
passion for telling their stories. It all started at MXBob.com in the late 1990s.
Originally a place to consolidate District 23 amateur event schedules, it eventually
grew to include race reports and much more. Most of the stories in this book are
based on articles on the web site.
This book takes a look at some of the more successful riders born in Minnesota.
Riders such as Tom Benolkin and Donny Schmit. There are also race reports that
highlight various disciplines at the national level and a few web site favorites,
including the entire “Old Motocross Rider’s Guide” series, “Kicking the Motocross
Habit”, and “What I learned from watching ‘Supercross the Movie’.”
This second edition added a few stories from the triumphant return of
MXBob.com; a look at the Supercross and US national Motocross season in 2021
(told from a very Minnesota perspective), a story about the author’s trip back to
Millville in 2015, and an excerpt from the (projected) runaway bestseller “Pioneers
of Minnesota Motocross”. The excerpt weaves in the last Trans-AMA series, the
history of Millville, and the Benolkin brothers.
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